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VOLUNTEER IN KIDS’ MINISTRY! 
The Well Kids is looking for help in all of the areas below! These are very important 
positions that need to be filled so The Well Kids can continue! Without these filled 
roles, The Well Kids will not be able to thrive! Contact Catie if you are interested in 
helping, clevenick@thewellmn.church.

SMALL GROUP LEADERS 
Serve twice a month (alternating with a Second Leader) in the elementary small group 
rooms. Small group time will take place during both services. These leaders will stay with the same small 
group for the full school calendar year. Must be 18 or older. 

Responsibilities include; Leading the prepared Bible lesson & activities, crowd control, Encouraging 
participation during kids worship (beginning in January 2022). 

Preparation includes previewing the lesson outline prior to Sunday morning. (~1 hour or less) 

SECOND LEADERS
Serve twice a month in the elementary small group room, during both services. These volunteers serve with 
the age group that needs additional assistance and may change age groups from month to month. Must be 
18 or older. 

Responsibilities include; crowd control, supporting the Small Group Leader, encouraging participation during 
kids worship and the Bible lessons. 

SUBSTITUTES
In the event that neither small group leader is able to attend kids church on a Sunday, a substitute will be 
needed. These people are to serve as “on call” and must have a flexible Sunday morning schedule. In most 
situations, substitutes will have lots of notice. Must be 18 or older. 

Substitutes responsibilities are the same as the small group leader. 

YOUTH LEADS
Youth are able to help in Kid’s Ministry! Youth are invited to help in the small group room, helping the kids 
to connect with the lesson and work on activities. Youth Leads will be essential in the large group space for 
engaging every kid in worship and play time. Must be 6th grade or older, with a two year age gap from the 
small group they are assigned. 
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GREETERS 
The role of the greeter is to be the face of kid’s ministry outside the small group 
rooms. Must be 18 and older. 

Responsibilities include; welcoming families, assisting with the check in process, 
registering new families, communicating the check in/check out process. Assisting 
with the check out process. 

SHEPHERDS 
The shepherd is someone that loves small talk and is a “safe” person that kids feel they can rely on. Must be 
8th grade or older. Assist the Greeter in welcoming families, and guide kids down the hallway to their Small 
Group Room. 

Shepherd also assist with the check out process, guiding kids from the small group rooms to their parents. 

TECH SUPPORT (JAN 2022)
Assist with playing videos and sound in the FLC 

LARGE GROUP LEADERSHIP TEAM (JAN 2022) 
Help lead music from the stage, be the upfront person to dismiss kids to free time. Engage every kids in fun 
in the open gym time.
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The Parent Cue App 
Have you downloaded the Parent Cue App yet?! Lessons, resources, daily cues, 
articles, The Well announcements... all in the palm of your hand! 

Watch a tutorial video from Catie and get the app> https://theparentcue.org/app
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